Our Time Tonight

Constellation of Supports Revisited

Next Steps with 5A Dollars (SELS +)

Q & A
Our Constellation of Supports

- Counselors
- Middle and High Schools
- Career and Academic Planning
- Social Emotional Support
Our Constellation of Supports

COUNSELOR CORP
COUNSELORS

ASSIST WITH TRANSITIONS BETWEEN LEVELS
POTENTIALLY ADDING ELEMENTARY
Our Constellation of Supports

**PSYCHS/SOCIAL WORKERS**

Deployed through SPED dollars focus on students with disabilities.

- .5 AT ELEMENTARY
- 1.0 AT SECONDARY
Our Constellation of Supports

- SHPG
- 3 Registered Nurses
- Elementary SELS
Our Constellation of Supports

- JCMH Partnerships
- Local schools buy services through SBB dollars
- Therapist or support with Brainwise
Our Constellation of Supports

- SELS
- Deployed in every school serving middle school aged students
- Proactive (Tier 1) support for all
- Centered on the CASEL competencies
CASEL
Collaborative for Academic, Social and Emotional Learning

[Diagram showing the layers of homes and communities, schools, classrooms, self-awareness, self-management, social and emotional learning, responsible decision-making, relationship skills, social awareness, SEL curriculum and instruction, schoolwide practices and policies, family and community partnerships.]

© CASEL 2017
Missing Stars

PROACTIVE EARLY INTERVENTION
MINIMUM OF A .5 SEL IN EVERY ELEMENTARY

https://www.edutopia.org/video/5-keys-successful-social-and-emotional-learning

PSYCH/SW INTENSIVE SUPPORT
ADDITION OF A .5 FTE IN EVERY ELEMENTARY
OUTSIDE OF SPED DOLLARS ALLOWING FOR SERVICE TO ALL STUDENTS
An Opportunity to Leap Forward

5A - $33M

- Increasing competitiveness with surrounding districts
- Increasing school safety & security including increased mental health supports & counseling
- Expanding career/technical education & STEM options
- Improving classroom materials & technology
- Expanding full-day early childhood education
Safety & Security and Mental Health - $6M

"AND"

"THROUGH"
Safety and Security

Safety and Security Task Force
Climate/Culture
Threat Assessment and Management
Target Hardening
Tactics and Response
Transfer of general fund dollars $1M
RNs

All High Schools
Increasing Medical/Mental/Academic Need
Aligned to SHPG
Substance Abuse Case Management Referral System Proactive
School Nursing

Framework for 21st Century School Nursing Practice™

- Care Coordination
- Community/Public Health
- Leadership
- Quality Improvement

Students
Healthy, Safe, Ready to Learn

© National Association of School Nurses, 2015
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Behavior Team - All

Non-Sped Specific Support for All Schools - All Students Support with School-Wide Practices Example: Induction
Suicide Prevention

Common Context District-Wide
Spring Training Plus
Deeper Skill Sets for Specific Roles
Support with Sources of Strength if desired
SELs

Not “the answer”
Early Intervention/Prevention
39 versus 51
The Great Debate
River Babies - 1,825
SELS Variance

21 Combining with Current Psych/SW
12 Leading to Zero Net Add
Still can buy up
2 Full time SELS using SBB
3 GT Center Schools SELC/SEL
9 Declined - Displacement of staff
1 Declined Request for AP
Q & A